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Abstract. Ventilation is the primary pathway for
atmosphere–ocean boundary perturbations, such as temper-
ature anomalies, to be relayed to the ocean interior. It is
also a conduit for gas exchange between the interface of
atmosphere and ocean. Thus it is a mechanism whereby, for
instance, the ocean interior is oxygenated and enriched in
anthropogenic carbon. The ventilation of the Mediterranean
Sea is fast in comparison to the world ocean and has large
temporal variability. Here we present transient tracer data
from a field campaign in April 2011 that sampled a unique
suite of transient tracers (SF6, CFC-12,3H and3He) in all
major basins of the Mediterranean. We apply the transit time
distribution (TTD) model to the data in order to constrain
the mean age, the ratio of the advective / diffusive transport
and the number of water masses significant for ventilation.

We found that the eastern part of the eastern Mediter-
ranean can be reasonably described with a one-dimensional
inverse Gaussian TTD (IG-TTD), and thus constrained with
two independent tracers. The ventilation of the Ionian Sea
and the western Mediterranean can only be constrained by
a linear combination of IG-TTDs. We approximate the ven-
tilation with a one-dimensional, two inverse Gaussian TTD
(2IG-TTD) for these areas and demonstrate a possibility of
constraining a 2IG-TTD from the available transient tracer
data. The deep water in the Ionian Sea has a mean age be-
tween 120 and 160 years and is therefore substantially older
than the mean age of the Levantine Basin deep water (60–
80 years). These results are in contrast to those expected by
the higher transient tracer concentrations in the Ionian Sea
deep water. This is partly due to deep water of Adriatic origin
having more diffusive properties in transport and formation
(i.e., a high ratio of diffusion over advection), compared to
the deep water of Aegean Sea origin that still dominates the

deep Levantine Basin deep water after the Eastern Mediter-
ranean Transient (EMT) in the early 1990s. The tracer mini-
mum zone (TMZ) in the intermediate of the Levantine Basin
is the oldest water mass with a mean age up to 290 years.
We also show that the deep western Mediterranean has con-
tributed approximately 40 % of recently ventilated deep wa-
ter from the Western Mediterranean Transition (WMT) event
of the mid-2000s. The deep water has higher transient tracer
concentrations than the mid-depth water, but the mean age is
similar with values between 180 and 220 years.

1 Introduction

The Mediterranean Sea is a marginal sea, where the ob-
servational record shows significant changes in ventilation
(Schneider et al., 2014). The most prominent transient event
in the eastern Mediterranean Sea (EMed) is the transfer of
the deep water source from the Adriatic Sea to the Aegean
Sea and Sea of Crete and vice versa. The observed massive
dense water input from the Aegean Sea and Sea of Crete
in the early 1990s is known as the Eastern Mediterranean
Transient (EMT) event (Roether et al., 1996; Klein et al.,
1999; Lascaratos et al., 1999). The extensive deep water for-
mation in the western Mediterranean Sea (WMed) between
2004 and 2006, known as the Western Mediterranean Transi-
tion (WMT) event (Schroeder et al., 2008, 2010), is thought
to have been triggered by the EMT event (Schroeder et al.,
2006). Nevertheless, both events are part of a general cir-
culation pattern which can be observed in the Mediterranean
Sea. The surface water in the WMed is supplied by less dense
Atlantic water (AW) through the Strait of Gibraltar. The AW
flows eastwards at depths< 200 m into the Tyrrhenian Sea
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and into the EMed via the Strait of Sicily. The salinity of the
AW increases along the pathway from 36.5 to> 38 due to net
evaporation and is then described as modified Atlantic water
(MAW) (Wuest, 1961). The heat loss during winter time in
the MAW in the EMed leads to a sufficient increase of den-
sity to form the Levantine intermediate water (LIW) at depths
between 200 and 600 m (Brasseur et al., 1996; Wuest, 1961).
The exact area of the LIW formation process is poorly con-
strained and possibly variable, but it is expected to be in the
eastern part of the EMed near Rhodes (Malanotte-Rizzoli and
Hecht, 1988; Lascaratos et al., 1993; Roether et al., 1998).
The main volume of the LIW flows back westwards over the
shallow sill between Sicily and Tunisia entering the Tyrrhe-
nian Sea along the continental slope of Italy (Wuest, 1961).
Parts of the LIW enter the Adriatic Sea via the Strait of
Otranto, where it serves as an initial source of the Adriatic
Sea overflow water (ASOW). The formation of ASOW in
the southern Adriatic pit is based on interactions between
the LIW and water masses coming from the northern Adri-
atic Sea as well as the natural preconditioning factors, for
example, wind stress and heat loss (Artegiani et al., 1996a,
b). The ASOW flows over the sill of Otranto into the Io-
nian Sea intruding into the bottom layer and thus represent-
ing a source of eastern Mediterranean deep water (EMDW)
(Schlitzer et al., 1991; Roether and Schlitzer, 1991). Further-
more, the Ionian Sea is connected with the Levantine Sea via
the Cretan Passage, where portions of newly formed EMDW
reach the deep water of the Levantine Sea. In 1992–1993,
the water-mass conditions in the well-ventilated Aegean Sea
and Sea of Crete changed into a more salty and cold state,
sufficient enough to initialize the massive dense water in-
put of Cretan deep water (CDW) into the abyssal basins of
the EMed (Klein et al., 1999). This EMT event resulted in
a disruption of the usual formation pattern of the EMDW.
The Adriatic Sea as a major deep water source was thereby
replaced by the Aegean Sea and Sea of Crete with the con-
sequence that the bottom layer of the Ionian Sea was now
supplied with dense water via the Antikythera Strait and the
Levantine Sea via the Kasos Strait. The simultaneous dense
water input into both basins, in conjunction with the large
amount of the outflow, caused an uplift of the intermediate
water layers in the Ionian and Levantine seas. One conse-
quence of the EMT event seemed to be the preconditioning
of the WMT event in 2004–2006 by uplifted water masses
entering the WMed via the Strait of Sicily. However, the ma-
jor triggering factor was the heat loss due to the mistral in
the Gulf of Lion and the Balearic Sea, which resulted in the
extensive deep water formation in the WMed. Although the
total magnitude of the WMT event was smaller than the EMT
event it was still sufficient to cause a near-complete renewal
of the western Mediterranean deep water (WMDW). Recent
water-mass analyses indicate, that the EMed is returning to
a pre-EMT state with the Adriatic Sea as a major deep wa-
ter source (Hainbucher et al., 2006; Rubino and Hainbucher,
2007).

The analysis of ventilation processes and their periodicity
is an important issue in the understanding of their climate im-
pact. Such analyses are not trivial, however, given the range
of methods, views and concepts involved in understanding
ventilation processes. For example, transient tracer distribu-
tions were used in the EMed byRoether et al.(1996, 2007)
and in the WMed byRhein et al.(1999) to quantify ventila-
tion timescales. The time dependence of the transient tracers
were used for first-age estimates based on simple approaches
which provided an estimate of an apparent age or tracer age
(Roether et al., 1998; Roether and Lupton, 2011). More com-
plex age models, for example, the transit time distribution
(TTD) model, account for the influence of mixing processes
leading to a more realistic mean age estimate. A TTD related
approach of age spectra modeling was carried out byStein-
feldt (2004) for the EMed in 1987, providing one of the first
competing age estimates to the tracer age approach. The TTD
model was, more recently, used for a time-series analysis of
the entire Mediterranean Sea bySchneider et al.(2014). Such
concepts of age and timescales in the ocean can also contain
commonly used parameters like volume fluxes (changes) per
time unit, normally stated as ventilation rate as well as resi-
dence time, influence time, tracer age, apparent age and mean
age. Some of these parameters are occasionally presented in
different contexts and meanings, leading to controversial dis-
cussions (Delhez et al., 2013). However, this paper does not
include quantitative statements about ventilation rates or resi-
dence times. This study was focused on providing methods to
constrain the mean age of the Mediterranean Sea within the
framework of TTD models, which were then used to describe
ventilation in terms of “age” structure and further qualitative
characteristics, such as the advective and diffusive behavior
of the different water masses. To this end, measurements of
the transient tracers dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12) and
sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) as well as helium isotopes (3He,
4He) and tritium (3H) were carried out during theMeteorex-
pedition M84/3 in 2011 yielding a comprehensive data set
of time dependent tracers (Fig.1). The insights gained in this
TTD model application method should also provide possible
improvements for continuative estimates of ventilation rates,
defined byPrimeau and Holzer(2006); Hall et al.(2007) and
anthropogenic carbon contents (Tanhua et al., 2008).

2 Materials and method

2.1 Transient tracers

2.1.1 Chronological transient tracers

The uses of chronological transient tracers, such as chloroflu-
orocarbons (CFCs) and SF6 to estimate the age of a water
mass are based on an increasing tracer concentration in the
atmosphere. Concentrations of trace gases in the atmosphere
are, for example, measured continuously by the world-wide
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Fig. 1: Transient tracer sample stations of the M84/3 cruise from Istanbul to Vigo. Triangles indicate stations including SF6

measurements and a blue color coding indicates tritium measurements. CFC-12 was measured at all stations on this map. The
depth contours are 500:500:3500.
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Fig. 2: Atmospheric histories of CFC-12 (red) and of SF6 (blue). The decreasing trend of CFC-12 produces a cut-off area
between 1994− 2011, which means that any CFC-12 concentration above 532 ppt provides only inconclusive information
about ventilation.

Figure 1. Transient tracer sample stations of the M84/3 cruise from
Istanbul to Vigo. Triangles indicate stations including SF6 mea-
surements and a blue color coding indicates tritium measurements.
CFC-12 was measured at all stations on this map. The depth con-
tours are 500 : 500 : 3500.

AGAGE network, so that the emission history and atmo-
spheric variations over time are well known (Walker et al.,
2000; Bullister, 2011), which then provide the tracer’s in-
put functions. The production of CFCs, and ultimately their
emissions, were decreased in the late 1980s and then fi-
nally stopped in the 1990s as a result of the Montreal Pro-
tocol. This has resulted in a steady decrease of atmospheric
CFC-12 concentrations such that in 2011 the concentration
was 532 ppt (Bullister, 2011). Because the concentrations of
CFC-12 in the atmosphere were increasing prior to the 1990s
and then decreased up until 2011, CFC-12 concentrations in
seawater that are higher than the 2011 atmospheric concen-
tration could therefore represent one of two dates (i.e., before
the 1990s or after the 1990s, Fig.2). To this end, CFC-12
concentrations are inconclusive for tracer age determination
between 1994 and 2011. SF6 concentrations are still increas-
ing approximately linearly but the emission rate is relatively
low so that the concentration in the atmosphere is report-
edly below 8 ppt. Some local restrictions are in place for
the production and use of SF6, but an international agree-
ment has yet to be reached, despite its global warming po-
tential of 22 000 (Houghton et al., 1996). Tracers enter the
ocean’s surface layer via gas exchange and the solubility is
a function of temperature, salinity and the physical nature of
the molecule. Solubility functions are available for most of
the CFCs and SF6 (Warner and Weiss, 1985; Bullister et al.,
2002) and are used to convert the measured gravimetric units
(e.g., pmol kg−1 for CFC-12 and fmol kg−1 for SF6), into
the partial pressure (ppt) of the tracer. The partial pressure is
the preferred choice since it is independent of pressure, salin-
ity and temperature and thus directly comparable within the
complete water column and atmosphere.

Chronological tracers are conserved tracers with no signif-
icant sources or sinks in the ocean interior. The concentration
in the water column depends on the last time the water parcel
was in contact with the atmosphere and on the influence of
mixing and diffusion.
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Figure 2. Atmospheric histories of CFC-12 (red) and of SF6 (blue).
The decreasing trend of CFC-12 produces a cut-off area between
1994 and 2011, which means that any CFC-12 concentration above
532 ppt provides only inconclusive information about ventilation.

2.1.2 Radioactive transient tracers

The radioactive tracers such as tritium and its decay product
helium-3 (3He) form the second class of transient tracers. Tri-
tium has a natural background concentration of≈ 0.3 tritium
units (TU) in the atmosphere, where 1 TU equals the num-
ber of one tritium atom per 1018 hydrogen atoms (Ferronsky
and Polyakov, 1982). Due to nuclear bomb tests in the late
1950s and 1960s, the tritium concentration increased up to
100 TU in the atmosphere and declined afterwards to a cur-
rent concentration of 1–1.2 TU in 2011 (Roether et al., 2013).
The input of tritium into the ocean surface layer is a func-
tion of radioactive decay in the atmosphere, vapor pressure,
the variance of location and magnitude of precipitation and
fresh water flux by riverine input. Tritium decays to helium-
3, known as tritiugenic helium-3 (3Hetrit) which equilibrates
with the atmosphere as long as the water parcel remains in
the boundary layer of gas exchange. Once the water reaches
the oceans interior, radioactive decay serves as time varying
sink. However, the total concentration of helium-3 (3Hetot) in
sea water consists of several shares of different sources. The
determination of the3Hetrit share requires the knowledge of
excess helium-3 (3Heex), that is, the surface saturation and
the terrigenic share (3Heterr) from the earth crust and mantle
(i.e., the sea floor as source of3He).

The Mediterranean is characterized by higher tritium con-
centrations than the Atlantic due to continental influences
in terms of weather conditions and fresh water input. A
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commonly used tritium input function (TIF) for the North
Atlantic was obtained byDreisigacker and Roether(1978)
and further developed for the EMed byRoether et al.(1992).
Based on this data set, another TIF for the EMed was created
by R. Steinfeldt (unpublished data) where the data after 1974
was extrapolated by using the decay function of tritium. In
the WMed the surface layer is mainly influenced by the in-
flow of Atlantic water (AW), so that the input function needs
to be corrected for the degree of dilution. The difference be-
tween the mean surface tritium concentration of the M84/3
cruise and the concentration value of the TIF by R. Steinfeldt
(unpublished data) of the same year can be used to determine
correction factors for the eastern and western Mediterranean.
Under the assumption that the determined offset is constant
over years, both factors can be used as an offset correction
to create two alternative input functions (Fig.3) which can
be applied to a TTD mixing model (see below). The cor-
rected TIFs have a surface (input) concentration which is
15 % lower in the EMed and 35 % lower in the WMed than
suggested in the original input function. Figure3 shows the
recent TIF of the Mediterranean Sea byRoether et al.(2013),
which also relies on the data set ofDreisigacker and Roether
(1978). This TIF was recalculated for the EMed by using a
dilution factor and mean surface tritium concentrations ob-
tained during several cruises between 1974 and 2011. Com-
paring both recent TIFs of the EMed shows that the shape
of both curves is relatively similar. This indicates that both
input functions seem to be useful approaches for the EMed
despite the different methods used in their estimation. How-
ever, by using an interpolated form of the input function of
Roether et al.(2013), a higher mean age is yielded compared
to the input function we obtained. The main deviation from
the decay-based input function is the data point of 1978, fol-
lowing that the interpolated tritium concentrations were sig-
nificantly elevated between 1975 and 1987, producing differ-
ences in mean age. The mean deviation between the different
TIFs and the original TIF of the North Atlantic are 86 % and
61 %, respectively (Roether et al., 2013), for the EMed and
43 % for the WMed.

2.2 Tracer age and the transit time distribution

The age of a water parcel can be described in different ways.
For chronological transient tracers, the measured concentra-
tion of samplec in year ts (year of sampling) can be set in
relation to the same concentrationc0 with the relevant year
thist of the atmospheric history of the tracer (Eq.1).

c(ts) = c0(thist) (1)

The difference between the year of samplingts and the ob-
tained yearthist defines the tracer ageτ (Eq.2).

τ = ts− thist (2)

The tracer age of radioactive tracers depends on first order
kinetics shown in Eq. (3). The initial concentrationci , the in
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Fig. 3: Input functions of tritium. The dotted black curve shows the decay based input function of the Mediterranean Sea by R.
Steinfeldt (unpublished). The black and blue curves describe the off set corrected input functions for the Eastern and Western
Mediterranean Sea. The red curve shows the suggested input function by Roether et al. (2013) of the Eastern Mediterranean
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Fig. 4: Example mean age matrix of CFC-12 with ∆1/Γ1 = 1.4, ∆2/Γ2 = 0.6 and α= 80. The color-coding denotes the con-
centration of CFC-12 (in ppt, also on the Z-axis) with a black concentration contour line at 200 ppt; X and Y axis denotes the
mean age of the 2IG distributions that make up the TTD. The combination of all three dimensional tracer matrices provides the
needed information to constrain a 2IG-TTD, see text.

Figure 3. Input functions of tritium. The dotted black curve shows
the decay based input function of the Mediterranean Sea by R. Ste-
infeldt (unpublished data). The black and blue curves describe
the off set corrected input functions for the eastern and western
Mediterranean Sea. The red curve shows the suggested input func-
tion byRoether et al.(2013) of the eastern Mediterranean Sea.

situ concentrationc and the decay constantλ are the required
parameters to calculate the elapsed time of a tracer in a water
parcel.

τ =
1

λ
· ln
(ci

c

)
(3)

As mentioned above, tritium has, in addition to the radioac-
tive decay, a relevant input function and thus an unknown
part for ci . Therefore, the share of3Hetrit needs to be de-
termined which replaces the initial concentration of tritium
and Eq. (3) can be rewritten as Eq. (4). A generally accepted
value for the decay constant of tritium isλ = 0.05576/a
(Unterweger et al., 1980; Taylor and Roether, 1982).

τ =
1

λ
· ln

(
1+

[
3Hetrit

][
3H
] )

(4)

The informative value of a tracer age is relatively low be-
cause it is based on the assumption of a complete advec-
tive behavior neglecting any diffusive mixing process. How-
ever, there are also methods such as dilution models (Roether
et al., 2013) and the tracer age of CFC-12 and SF6 with a
≈ 14 year time lag (Tanhua et al., 2013c; Schneider et al.,
2014) that allow an estimation of changes in ventilation.

The TTD model is based on the Green’s function and was
invented to describe atmospheric ventilation processes (Hall
and Plumb, 1994). However, the basic idea that a parcel of
molecules changes its location under the influence of ad-
vection and diffusion can also be applied to ventilation pro-
cesses of the ocean. Equation (5) is an analytical expres-
sion of the Green’s function which provides access to use
field data within the TTD model (Waugh et al., 2003). It is
based on a one-dimensional flow model with constant ad-
vective velocity and diffusivity and is therefore known as
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the one-dimensional inverse Gaussian transit time distribu-
tion (IG-TTD).

G(t) =

√
03

4π12t3
· exp

(
−0(t − 0)2

412t

)
(5)

The key variables in this equation are0 for the mean age and
1 for the width of the distribution. The age spectrat is de-
fined by the initial yearti of the atmospheric history or the in-
put function of the tracer and the year of samplingts. To give
a statement on the share of advection and diffusion, the1/0

ratio can be used. A low ratio, such as 0.4–0.8, indicates a
high advective part (e.g., extensive deep water formations),
whereas a high ratio like 1.2−1.8 indicates a more diffusive
character of the water parcel. The definite integral of Eq. (6)
contains the link between the measured concentration of a
samplec(ts) and the mean age of the TTD. The parameterr

describes the location of the water parcel,t – the time range
of the tracer ande−λt – the decay correction for radioactive
transient tracers.

c(ts, r) =

∞∫
0

c0(ts− t)e−λt
· G(t,r)dt (6)

A further approach to determine a mean age is the linear
combination of two distributions which is shown in Eq. (7).
Hereby,α describes the percentage ratio between the two G-
functions. Such a two inverse Gaussian TTD (2IG-TTD) can
be envisioned for two water masses with different histories
(age), but with similar density, that mixes in the ocean inte-
rior. This model has been explored by, for instance,Waugh
et al.(2002).

c(ts, r) =

∞∫
0

c0(ts− t)e−λt
·

[α G(01,11, t, r) + (1− α) G(02,12, t, r)] dt (7)

The number of possible combinations of distributions and pa-
rameters provides a comprehensive concept of age modeling
in the ocean. The main complexity consists of finding accu-
rate and reasonable solutions related to the field data. The
mean age is then determined by Eq. (8), whereas01 and02
are the partial mean age results of each G-function.

0 = α · 01 + (1− α) · 02 (8)

2.3 Practical application of the TTD model

A common procedure described in several published articles
(e.g.,Schneider et al., 2010; Waugh et al., 2006, 2004) is to
apply the IG-TTD with a ratio of1/0 = 1.0 to the tracer
data to calculate a water-mass mean age. The1/0 ratio has
been demonstrated to be close to 1 in large parts of the world
ocean (i.e., established as standard ratio). This standard ratio

can be used to analyze transient tracer time series in terms of
changes in ventilation, where the rate of age growth yr−1 is
more in focus than a precise mean age (Huhn et al., 2013).
The recently published work bySchneider et al.(2014) is
also based on the standard ratio of1/0 = 1.0, which allows
a comparison to be made between all data sets and thus an
analysis of changes during the period of interest. In the case
of a time series, it is rarely possible to apply similar con-
straints to different data sets. The standard ratio should also
be used within tracer surveys with only few sample points
because local outliers of constrained data points can produce
significant flaws in interpolation. For a comprehensive data
set, consisting of more than one transient tracer, a constrained
TTD model provides an alternative. The determined1/0 ra-
tios provide a first insight into the water-mass structure con-
cerning the advective and dispersive behavior. The further
analysis of ventilation processes, rates and recent changes in
water masses as well as the estimation of the anthropogenic
carbon column inventory is based on the determined mean
age and thus dependent on the exact1/0 ratio. However, it
is an important principle to identify in which manner a TTD
method was applied before comparing different studies.

2.3.1 Constraining the IG-TTD model

There have been several approaches made to constrain a TTD
model. For instance,Waugh et al.(2002) uses the lower and
upper mean age limit of the transient tracers and plot them
against the standard deviation (σ ) of the TTD. In the case
of an IG-TTD it can be approximated as1 = σ/

√
2. The

area which is spanned by all tracers then constrain the TTD.
Other methods are based on property–property plots. For ex-
ample are tracer concentrations plotted against each other in-
cluding predicted concentration curves by the TTD for dif-
ferent1/0 ratios, whereas the best fit of a predicted curve
to the bunch of data provides a single overall constraint of
the TTD (Waugh et al., 2004). A similar method is used by
Schneider et al.(2012) where the CFC-12 mean age is plot-
ted vs. the SF6 mean age for different1/0 ratios. Hereby,
a good correlation between the data points and the bisect-
ing line (slope = 1) denotes the ideal ratio. However, each
method to constrain a TTD requires a transient tracer couple.
The tracers of the couple need to have sufficiently different
input functions to constrain the1/0 ratio. Tracer couples
with similar atmospheric histories (e.g., CFC-12 and CFC-
11) will yield a wide range of possible outcomes and will
result in a poorly constrained TTD. Useful couples are CFC-
12–SF6 and tritium–SF6.

Our approach is based on constraining single data points
instead of determining an overall1/0 ratio. Therefore, the
first step of data processing includes the calculation of the
mean age for1/0 ratios between 0.0 and 1.8 for every data
point and tracer, always taking into account the correct in-
put function of the source region. The determined data points
of mean age vs.1/0 ratio are used to obtain second-order
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centration of CFC-12 (in ppt, also on the Z-axis) with a black concentration contour line at 200 ppt; X and Y axis denotes the
mean age of the 2IG distributions that make up the TTD. The combination of all three dimensional tracer matrices provides the
needed information to constrain a 2IG-TTD, see text.

Figure 4. Example mean age matrix of CFC-12 with11/01 = 1.4,
12/02 = 0.6 andα = 80. The color-coding denotes the concentra-
tion of CFC-12 (in ppt, also on thez axis) with a black concentra-
tion contour line at 200 ppt;x andy axis denotes the mean age of
the 2IG distributions that make up the TTD. The combination of all
three-dimensional tracer matrices provides the needed information
to constrain a 2IG-TTD, see text.

polynomial regressions. Following this, every sample point
of every tracer can be expressed by a mean age function
(Eq.9).

0 = a
(
1/0

) 2
+ b

(
1/0

)
+ c (9)

The intersection between two mean age functions denotes the
constrained1/0 ratio and mean age. In some cases where
no exact intersection can be found it is useful to determine the
local minimum of a combined mean age function in the range
of 1/0. A local minimum indicates the point of the smallest
difference in mean age, which should be used to a maximum
difference of 5 years to ensure also the consideration of a
mean analytical error of≈ 4 % (see below). To obtain the
mean age of such a minimum function, the average of both
mean age values needs to be calculated. However, in some
cases it is more meaningful to use one of the tracer’s mean
age rather than the average mean age. For example, the SF6
mean age for recently ventilated waters is more significant
than the CFC-12 mean age due to the recent non-transient
input function of CFC-12. In contrast, the CFC-12 mean age
should be used in older water layers where SF6 concentra-
tions are close to the detection limit (Tanhua et al., 2008).

A further aspect of the IG-TTD model is the validity area
of each tracer couple, which defines the possible range of IG-
TTD solutions. A rough classification of the specific validity
area of a couple can be done by determining the tracer age
differences. For example, if the difference of the tracer age
between SF6 and CFC-12 is large (10 years for the sampling
year of 2011), it indicates that an IG distribution cannot ex-
plain the tracer distribution, and more refined models of the
TTD are needed, for instance the linear combination of two
IG-TTDs.

2.3.2 Constraining the 2IG-TTD model

Due to the five free parametersα, 01, 02, 11 and12, the sys-
tem of equations is under-determined for any tracer survey
with less than five measured transient tracers. Most surveys
include two or three transient tracers with sufficiently dif-
ferent atmospheric histories. Here we introduce one way to
use an under-determined 2IG-TTD model. Based on oceano-
graphic water-mass analysis one can estimate the composi-
tion of the current state of the water masses and roughly
the underlying mixing processes. As described earlier, the
western and eastern Mediterranean are both affected by an
extensive deep water formation with recently ventilated and
salty water from the surface and intermediate layers, respec-
tively. The null hypothesis is that an old and more station-
ary water mass can be described by an IG-TTD which has
been intruded by a younger water parcel described by another
IG-TTD. Hereby the younger water parcel might be charac-
terized by a more advective behavior with a low ratio (e.g.,
1/0 = 0.6). The ratio of the more stationary water mass is
set to1/0 = 1.4, describing a typical ratio of a more diffu-
sive/dispersive behavior. By making assumptions about the
1/0 ratio of both IG-TTDs one can calculate mean age ma-
trices for differentα’s with x = 01, y = 02 andz = Ctracer.
The concentration of a measured sample generates different
concentration curves for eachα in the x–y plane (Fig.4).
The predefined 2IG-TTD is constrained if there is an inter-
section area of the concentration curves of different tracers
describing one mean age (Eq.8).

2.4 Sampling and measurements

The expedition M84/3 from Istanbul (Turkey) to Vigo
(Spain) took place from the 5 to 28 April in 2011 on the
German research vesselFS Meteor(Tanhua et al., 2013a, b).
Figure1 shows an overview of the sample stations with dif-
ferent symbols denoting which tracers were measured. The
transient tracers CFC-12 and SF6 were sampled at nearly all
stations in the EMed, whereas only three stations of SF6 exist
in the WMed. Tritium was sampled at 7 stations in the EMed
and 6 stations in the WMed. The sampling depths were cho-
sen to cover the most important water layers in a sufficient
resolution. Starting with an minimum sampling depth incre-
ment of 25 m in the surface and mixed layer and ending with
a maximum increment of 500 m in the deep water layers (see
Table1).

2.4.1 CFC-12 and SF6

The measurements of CFC-12 and SF6 were mainly per-
formed on board. The water samples were taken with 250 mL
glass syringes or 300 mL glass ampules, under exclusion of
atmosphere, from the Niskin bottles. The syringes and am-
pules were stored in a cooling box filled with water of≈ 0 ◦C
to prevent outgasing of the tracers. The measurements were
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Table 1.Standard sampling depths of the M84/3 cruise in 2011.

Increment [m] Depth range [m]

25 0–100
50 100–300
100 300–600
200 600–1000
250 1000–2500
500 2500–bottom

carried out with similar analytical systems as described by
Bullister and Wisegarver(2008) andLaw et al.(1994). The
first measurement system named VS1 consisted of a Shi-
madzu GC14a gas chromatograph equipped with an elec-
tron capture detector (ECD), stainless steel tubing system
and Valco valves. An evacuated vacuum sparge tower (VST)
was used to transfer the water sample out of the glass am-
pule into the measurement system. Due to the low pressure in
the VST, most of the dissolved gases pass over into the head
space during the filling process. The residual was purged out
with nitrogen (ECD-quality). The analytes were trapped on
a 1/16′′ column packed with 70 cmHeysep Dand then sep-
arated with a 1/8′′ precolumn, packed with 30 cmPorasil C
and a 1/8′′ main column consisting of 180 cmCarbograph
1ACand a 20 cmMolsieve 5 Åtail end. The trap was installed
in a Dewar filled with a bottom layer of liquid nitrogen. The
distance between trap and cooling medium was regulated by
a Lab Boy to hold a temperature range between−70 and
−60◦C during the purge process. Due to some problems
with the VS1 system and a sudden break down of the ECD
several samples from key stations have been flame sealed in
glass ampules for a later onshore measurement. The sealed
ampules were measured during summer 2011 at the IfM-
GEOMAR in Kiel with the repaired VS1 instrument and an
installed ampule cracker system similar toVollmer and Weiss
(2002).

The second measurement system PT3 consisted of a Shi-
madzu GC2014 gas chromatograph with a similar basic setup
like the VS1 system but with a different column composi-
tion, sample chamber and trap system. The 1/8′′ precolumn
consisted of 60 cmPorasil C and 10 cmMolsieve 5 Å, the
1/8′′ main column of 180 cmCarbograph 1ACand 30 cm
Molsieve 5 Å. Insufficient base line separation prevented a
quantitative analysis of SF6 with this column setup. For each
measurement, an aliquot of≈ 200 mL was injected into the
sample chamber with a sampling syringe and then purged
with high purified nitrogen. A pressure regulated ethanol
bath was used for keeping the trap cold. The ethanol was
cooled by a Julabo cooling finger to a minimum tempera-
ture of−68◦C. For the purge and trap process the fill level is
raised until the trap dips into the ethanol and is lowered again
for the heating process (Bullister and Wisegarver, 2008). The
traps of both measurement systems were heated to 90◦C
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Figure 5. Absolute error of mean age calculations depending on
CFC-12 concentrations and1/0 ratios. The color coding is re-
stricted to a maximum of 50 years for an improved error resolution
of the main area.

by an electrical current flow, which was automatically regu-
lated by a proportional–integral–derivative controller (PID).
A detailed description of the data set, the sampling, the cal-
ibration and measuring procedure including chromatograms
and the specific retention times as well as a precise techni-
cal overview can be found in the published diploma thesis by
Stöven(2011).

2.4.2 Tritium

Water samples for tritium measurements were taken in 1 L
plastic bottles and sent to the Institute of Environmental
Physics at the University of Bremen where the samples were
degassed and stored for several weeks to accumulate3Hetrit .
The measurements of the tritiugenic helium isotopes were
then carried out with a sector field mass spectrometer. De-
tails of the measuring procedure and statistical evaluations
can be found inSültenfuß et al.(2009) and the results are
described inRoether et al.(2013).

2.4.3 Uncertainties

The precisions of CFC-12 and SF6 measurements from both
instruments can be found in Table2. The error of calibra-
tion routines, that is, standard gas, standard loops, tempera-
ture and pressure, is≈ 1 %. The uncertainty of the purge ef-
ficiency of CFC-12 is estimated to be 2 % and negligible low
for SF6 so that the accuracy of CFC-12 is approximately 3 %
and 1 % for SF6. The uncertainty of the atmospheric history
is < 1 % for SF6 and CFC-12, whereas for low concentra-
tions of CFC-12 an error of≤ 4 % should be assumed due
to the time period prior reliable CFC measurements (Tanhua
et al., 2008; Walker et al., 2000). The input functions de-
pend on the degree of saturation during a water-mass forma-
tion which is influenced by wind speed, mixed layer depth,
convection velocity, pressure and temperature drops as well
as the atmospheric emission increase of a tracer, resulting
in an approximate 10 % propagation of uncertainty (Haine
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Figure 6. Sections and key stations of the transient tracer analy-
sis. The red line shows the EMed section, the blue line the WMed
section and the black dots the key stations.

and Richards, 1995; DeGrandpre et al., 2006; Tanhua et al.,
2008). Furthermore, there are some regions were SF6 has
been used for release experiments (e.g., 1996 in the Green-
land Sea gyre;Watson et al., 1999), which could produce
an offset in concentrations. Since 2006 it is recommended to
use an alternative tracer for release experiments to avoid such
interferences with SF6 of atmospheric origin. However, there
was a release experiment using 1.327 mole of SF6 in the Gulf
of Lion in 2007 within the Lagrangian transport experiment
(LATEX) (Hu et al., 2009). The SF6 was released at shallow
depths and it can be assumed that most of the SF6 will be ven-
tilated to the atmosphere, but nonetheless it is a possible error
source with an unknown impact on further SF6 surveys in this
region. Assuming the worst case scenario of a deep water for-
mation within this SF6 patch, for example, the WMT event
with a water renewal volume of≈ 1.5× 1014 m3 (Schroeder
et al., 2008), the interior concentration of SF6 would be ele-
vated by 0.009 fmol kg−1 which is negligible.

The error of tritium measurements is given as±3 % and
±0.02 TU whichever is greater (Roether et al., 2013). The in-
put functions of tritium are in contrast to the atmospheric his-
tories of CFC-12 and SF6 not well documented and have sev-
eral regional influencing factors as already mentioned above.
An uncertainty of up to 15 % might be a realistic estimate of
the used input functions.

The uncertainties in mean age is a function of errors in
transient tracer concentrations and the1/0 ratio. Figure5
shows an example for absolute errors in mean age calcula-
tions based on CFC-12. The mean age becomes more uncer-
tain for low tracer concentrations and high1/0 ratios. The
error functions for SF6 and tritium are similar to the one of
CFC-12.

Table 2.Precision of CFC-12 and SF6 measurements.

Precision

System SF6 CFC-12

VS1 ±1.4 % /±0.05 ppt ±0.6 % /±2 ppt
PT3 – ±0.3 % /±1 ppt
Cracker ±4.3 % /±0.07 ppt ±1.9 % /±5 ppt

3 Results and discussion

3.1 General ventilation pattern

3.1.1 Eastern Mediterranean Sea

The zonal sections of the transient tracer concentrations of
the Ionian and Levantine seas show some significant charac-
teristics of their ventilation (Figs.6, 7). Between 27◦ E and
the coast of Lebanon, a clear tracer minimum zone (TMZ)
can be identified by all three tracers which vertically spreads
from approximately 700 to 1600 m depths. The core concen-
tration of the TMZ is 106 ppt for CFC-12, 0.3 ppt for SF6
and 0.3 TU for tritium, whereas the lowest values are not
visible in the gridded fields shown in Fig.7. Beneath this
TMZ, the tracer concentrations are elevated in the deep wa-
ter due to the deep water formation in the eastern Mediter-
ranean Sea that led to a high volume input of tracer rich and
dense water masses. The bottom concentration of the tracers
are≈ 200 ppt for CFC-12,≈ 1.1 ppt for SF6 and≈ 0.6 TU
for tritium. In the westerly parts of the section (i.e., the deep
Ionian Sea), the tracer concentration is higher in the deep and
bottom layer than in the east. This water-mass characteristic
belongs to recent intrusions of ASOW coming from the deep
water source in the Adriatic Sea. Station 313 in the south-
ern Adriatic pit can be used as representative example for
the source region of the ASOW. The concentration profiles
show, that the southern Adriatic pit is a well-mixed and ven-
tilated basin with minimum tracer concentrations of CFC-
12 > 429 ppt, SF6 > 5 ppt and tritium> 0.9 TU (Fig. 8a).
The high concentrations of CFC-12 and tritium throughout
the entire water column at station 288 in the Sea of Crete
can be related to the time range from the 1990s until the
present day (Fig.8b). The concentration gradient of SF6,
however, indicates a recent return to a more layered struc-
ture in the Sea of Crete, so that the high concentrations of
CFC-12 and tritium in the intermediate and deep water have
to be formed before this layering process, probably during
the 1990s. This would imply that the EMT source region
was a completely mixed basin during the outflow event. This
difference in tracer structures is related to the increasing in-
put function of SF6 and the weak input functions of CFCs
since the early 1990s (i.e., the onset of the EMT). CFC-
12 and tritium concentrations cannot be used to identify the
recent change in ventilation of the Sea of Crete. A further
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Fig. 7: Transient tracer concentrations in the EMed during April 2011 (cruise M84/3), red line in Fig. 6. (a) CFC-12 in ppt, (b)
SF6 in ppt and (c) tritium in TU.

Figure 7. Transient tracer concentrations in the EMed during April
2011 (cruise M84/3), red line in Fig.6. (a) CFC-12 in ppt,(b) SF6
in ppt and (c) tritium in TU.

aspect is the distribution of SF6 in the Ionian and Levantine
seas which looks more homogeneous in the intermediate and
deep water compared to CFC-12. This is based on the rel-
atively young atmospheric history of SF6, leading to deep
water masses which are only less affected by this tracer. Ac-
curate measurements between 1 ppt and the detection limit
are needed to have a useful resolution. As mentioned above,
CFC-12 has a long atmospheric history with a rapid concen-
tration increase over several decades. Thus, CFC-12 has a
large dynamic scale within the measurement range, so that
CFC-12 is an important tracer for intermediately old water
masses.

3.1.2 Western Mediterranean Sea

The CFC-12 and tritium section from the Tyrrhenian Sea
through the western basin into the Alboran Sea show, that
the western Mediterranean deep water (WMDW) is com-
pletely intruded by recently ventilated water masses com-
ing from the extensive deep water formation during 2004–
2006 (Figs.6, 9) (Schroeder et al., 2008, 2010). The CFC-12
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Fig. 8: Profiles of transient tracers (a) in the Adriatic Sea at station 313 and (b) in the Cretan Sea at station 288 during April
2011. All three transient tracer show high concentrations throughout the whole water column of the Adriatic Sea. The Cretan
Sea profiles show a clear concentration gradient for SF6 whereas the CFC-12 and tritium concentrations scatter around their
maximum values.

Table 2: Precision of CFC-12 and SF6 measurements.

Precision

System SF6 CFC-12

VS1 ±1.4 % / ±0.05 ppt ±0.6 % / ±2 ppt
PT3 - ±0.3 % / ±1 ppt
Cracker ±4.3 % / ±0.07 ppt ±1.9 % / ±5 ppt

Figure 8. Profiles of transient tracers(a) in the Adriatic Sea at sta-
tion 313 and(b) in the Sea of Crete at station 288 during April 2011.
All three transient tracer show high concentrations throughout the
entire water column of the Adriatic Sea. The Sea of Crete profiles
show a clear concentration gradient for SF6, whereas the CFC-12
and tritium concentrations scatter around their maximum values.

concentrations are> 260 ppt (Fig.9a) and the tritium con-
centrations are> 0.5 TU (Fig.9b) throughout the entire bot-
tom layer of the western basin reaching the channel be-
tween Sardinia and Sicily. Figure10 shows in detail that
newly formed WMDW starts to enter the Tyrrhenian Sea
along this bottom contour without reaching the interior wa-
ter masses in 2011. The Tyrrhenian Sea is characterized by
CFC-12 concentrations below 180 ppt and tritium concentra-
tions< 0.5 TU suggesting that this basin was not affected by
input of the 2004–2006 deep water formation into the deep
and bottom water layers by 2011. These relatively low tracer
concentrations from the Tyrrhenian Basin rudimentary ex-
tends as tongue into the intermediate layer between 700 and
1300 m of the western basin which correlates with the results
of Rhein et al.(1999).
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Fig. 9: (a) CFC-12 concentration in ppt and (b) Tritium concentration in TU of the Western Basin and the Tyrrhenian Sea, blue
line in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 10: CFC-12 concentration in ppt along the shallow sill between Sardinia and Sicily. The elevated CFC-12 concentration
of the bottom layer indicates the overflow of WMDW into the Tyrrhenian Sea. The depth of each station is indicated by the
grey patch in each panel.

Figure 9. (a)CFC-12 concentration in ppt and(b) Tritium concen-
tration in TU of the western basin and the Tyrrhenian Sea, blue line
in Fig. 6.

3.2 Transit time distributions

3.2.1 IG-TTD

The first approach of a mean age is based on the obtained
1/0 ratios for the IG-TTD model which also provide fur-
ther information on water-mass characteristics. The major
share of1/0 ratios was determinable for the CFC-12/SF6
tracer couple in a reasonable range for samples of the EMed.
Figure11a shows the section of1/0 ratios as interpolated
macrostructure in the EMed based on CFC-12 and SF6 and
the IG-TTD model. The sectional interpolation quality is re-
duced due to few constrainable data points. Figure11a indi-
cates that the TMZ spreading is more affected by the EMT
event than the tracer concentrations suggest. The water be-
low 1200 m in the Levantine Basin has1/0 ratios between
0.4 and 0.6 indicating a high advective behavior of the EMT
event. The TMZ has ratios between 1 and 1.3 as expected for
a stable water mass where diffusion predominates. The low
1/0 ratios of the EMT water masses are also observed in
the easterly deep waters of the Ionian Sea, whereas the deep
waters further west formed by ASOW have ratios between
1.2 and 1.4. Combining the second tracer couple consisting
of SF6 and tritium yields a similar trend of1/0 ratios in
the EMed (Fig.11b). However, there are only four stations
with tritium measurements available within the section of the
EMed (290, 292, 301, 305) and thus the sectional interpo-
lation is restricted to 34 data points which does not allow
a resolution of local phenomena but only provides a rough
overview.
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Fig. 9: (a) CFC-12 concentration in ppt and (b) Tritium concentration in TU of the Western Basin and the Tyrrhenian Sea, blue
line in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 10: CFC-12 concentration in ppt along the shallow sill between Sardinia and Sicily. The elevated CFC-12 concentration
of the bottom layer indicates the overflow of WMDW into the Tyrrhenian Sea. The depth of each station is indicated by the
grey patch in each panel.

Figure 10. CFC-12 concentration in ppt along the shallow sill be-
tween Sardinia and Sicily. The elevated CFC-12 concentration of
the bottom layer indicates the overflow of WMDW into the Tyrrhe-
nian Sea. The depth of each station is indicated by the gray patch in
each panel.

Comparing the1/0 ratios in the intermediate and deep
water layers of the Sea of Crete (Fig.12a) with the EMT
water masses in the Ionian and Levantine seas (Fig.11a),
one can see that the formation of the Cretan Sea overflow
water (CSOW) as well as the EMT event itself were based
on distinctly advective processes with an expected mean age
approaching the tracer age. In contrast, water masses com-
ing from Adriatic deep water (AdDW) seems to be formed
by water masses with a more dispersive character belonging
to slower formed water layers indicated by significant high
1/0 ratios between 1.1 and 1.6 (Fig.12b). The red dots in
Fig. 12b indicate non-constrained data points. It can be sup-
posed that the formation of ASOW is based on slower disper-
sive processes of different water masses. The westerly bot-
tom water of the Ionian Sea show the same dispersive char-
acteristics as the ASOW (Fig.11a). This indicates that both
states of1/0 ratios were mainly defined by the formation
process of ASOW–CSOW source water and only in minor
share by mixing processes along the current pathway from
source region into the interior of the Levantine and Ionian
seas. Therefore, the transient tracer concentrations of both
deep water masses are not necessarily simply indicators of
their ventilation.

Figure13 show the determined mean age constrained by
either CFC-12 and SF6 or tritium and SF6. The tritium-/SF6-
based maximum mean age of the TMZ in the Levantine Sea
is 260 years and the deep and bottom water have a mean
age between 70 and 80 years. In contrast, the CFC-12/SF6
based maximum mean age of the TMZ is 230 years with a
further high mean age in the Ionian Sea between 120 and 180
years. The deep and bottom water from the EMT event is the
youngest water with a mean age between 50 and 80 years
reaching up to the intermediate layers at station 290 which
is near the overflow area of the CSOW. Table3 shows the
mean age related to the results bySchneider et al.(2014)
which were obtained by using the standard1/0 ratio of
1.0. The comparison shows clearly the significant influence
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Fig. 11: Determined ∆/Γ ratios in the EMed based on (a) the transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6 and (b) tritium and SF6.
The black points indicate the constrained data points of the section.

Table 3: Comparison of mean age results between a TTD model with constrained ∆/Γ ratios and a TTD model with standard
ratio ∆/Γ=1.0 (Schneider et al., 2014).

Constrained ratios Standard ratio

Pressure [dBar] Mean age [yrs] ∆/Γ ratio Mean age [yrs] ∆/Γ ratio Difference [yrs]

200 27 0.80 29 1.0 2
250 30 0.63 38 1.0 8
300 38 0.71 47 1.0 9
400 47 0.61 69 1.0 22
600 83 0.76 105 1.0 22
800 44 0.21 123 1.0 79

1000 43 0.21 120 1.0 77
1250 57 0.47 105 1.0 48
1500 67 0.63 115 1.0 48
1750 77 0.59 135 1.0 58
2000 48 0.43 99 1.0 51
2250 41 0.19 99 1.0 58
2500 41 0.25 80 1.0 39
2600 52 0.53 94 1.0 42

Figure 11. Determined1/0 ratios in the EMed based on(a) the
transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6 and (b) tritium and SF6.
The black points indicate the constrained data points of the section.

of the1/0 ratio leading to a mean age difference between
both TTD approaches of almost 80 years at 800 m depth in
the TMZ. It should be pointed out that the TTD method pre-
sented bySchneider et al.(2014) was used in another context
(i.e., the analysis of a time series), with the aim of detecting
temporal variations of ventilation.

The deep water in the Ionian Basin has a mean age of 100
years which underlines the difference of both deep water for-
mations. Although the Adriatic deep water formation is con-
temporary and the EMT event replenished large parts of the
deep waters in the early 1990s, the deep water layer formed
by water masses from the Sea of Crete is much younger
than the one from the Adriatic Sea. The mean age of both
source regions is quite young with a maximum mean age in
the deep water of≈ 20 years in the Aegean Sea (Fig.14a),
which highly correlates with the timing of the EMT event
in the early 1990s, and≈ 10–17 years in the Adriatic Sea
(Fig.14b). The mean age gradient with depth is much steeper
in the Adriatic Sea than in the Sea of Crete which also shows
that the ventilation processes of both basins are significantly
different. However, the SF6 mean age indicated by red dots
in Fig. 14b at station 313 in the Adriatic Sea fit into the mean
age gradient, even though these results are based on mini-
mum functions with a difference of more than 5 years. Such
data points are defined as non-constrained, due to the uncer-
tainty by using different transient tracers with the same “ap-
proached” constraints (even if there are a number of possible
true solutions for one transient tracer). Figure15 shows the
mean age functions of CFC-12 and SF6 including the an-
alytical error range of 4 %. Figure15a shows an example
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Fig. 12: Determined ∆/Γ ratios, (a) in the Cretan Sea at station 288 and (b) in the Adriatic Sea at station 313 obtained by
the transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6. The red dots in (b) indicate ratios with a mean age difference > 5 years and thus
defined as non-constrained within the IG-TTD model.

Figure 12. Determined1/0 ratios (a) in the Sea of Crete at sta-
tion 288 and(b) in the Adriatic Sea at station 313 obtained by the
transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6. The red dots in(b) indi-
cate ratios with a mean age difference> 5 years and thus defined as
non-constrained within the IG-TTD model.

of the CDW and Fig.15b of the ASDW. Both plots show
the differences in water-mass structure, in terms of advec-
tive / diffusive ratios, despite uncertainties in the mean age
calculations.

Neglecting any systematic errors in sampling and mea-
surements, the TTD mean age is strongly influenced by the
input function of a transient tracer (see Sect. 2.4.3). The TIF
by Dreisigacker and Roether(1978) andRoether et al.(1992)
is a rough estimate of the complex regional impact factors
and provides a mean input of tritium into the surface layer
of the ocean. Nevertheless, this input function is the best ex-
isting approach and the results of the offset corrected input
function clearly show that the shape of the curve tends to be
correct. The corrected input function of the EMed generates
similar but still a slightly higher mean age results compared
to the ones obtained by CFC-12 and SF6 (Fig. 13). This indi-
cates that the corrected input function probably still overesti-
mates the mean input of tritium in the eastern Mediterranean
Sea. The IG-TTD provides significant results for the EMed
using the tracer couple of CFC-12 and SF6, whereas SF6 and
tritium should be used with some caution.

The analysis of1/0 ratios in the WMed is restricted to
only three stations (317, 323, 334) for which the concentra-
tion ratios between the two transient tracer couples were not
applicable to the IG-TTD model. The simple approach of
water-mass analysis concerning the advective / diffusive ra-
tio and the calculation of a mean age is not possible. Another
distribution model is needed to estimate a mean age of non-
constrainable data points of both tracer couples in the west-
ern Mediterranean Sea.

In this context, it is useful to determine the validity area of
a tracer couple, to decide whether the IG or 2IG-TTD model
should be applied. Figure16 shows the validity area of the
IG- and 2IG-TTD models by using the tracer age differences
of SF6 and CFC-12 in the EMed. The young and advective
EMT water mass can be described by the IG-TTD, whereas
the mean age of the intermediate water and parts of the deep

www.ocean-sci.net/10/439/2014/ Ocean Sci., 10, 439–457, 2014
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Table 3.Comparison of mean age results between a TTD model with constrained1/0 ratios and a TTD model with standard ratio1/0 =

1.0 (Schneider et al., 2014).

Constrained ratios Standard ratio

Pressure [dBar] Mean age [yr] 1/0 ratio Mean age [yr] 1/0 ratio Difference [yr]

200 27 0.80 29 1.0 2
250 30 0.63 38 1.0 8
300 38 0.71 47 1.0 9
400 47 0.61 69 1.0 22
600 83 0.76 105 1.0 22
800 44 0.21 123 1.0 79

1000 43 0.21 120 1.0 77
1250 57 0.47 105 1.0 48
1500 67 0.63 115 1.0 48
1750 77 0.59 135 1.0 58
2000 48 0.43 99 1.0 51
2250 41 0.19 99 1.0 58
2500 41 0.25 80 1.0 39
2600 52 0.53 94 1.0 42
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Fig. 13: Mean age of the EMed based on an IG-TTD constrained by, (a) the transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6 and (b)
tritium and SF6.

Figure 13.Mean age of the EMed based on an IG-TTD constrained
by (a) the transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6 and(b) tritium
and SF6.

water in the EMed as well as the complete WMed might be
better evaluated by a 2IG-TTD. The limiting difference also
depends on the tracer concentration to some extend, so that
the mixed layer and parts of the pycnocline can also be de-
scribed by the IG model, although the tracer age difference
is larger than 10 years. Development of a clear mathemati-
cal definition of validity areas of different tracer couples and
distribution models will be part of future work.
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Fig. 14: Determined mean age, (a) in the Cretan Sea at station 288 and (b) in the Adriatic Sea at station 313 based on SF6

and an IG-TTD constrained by the transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6. The red dots show SF6 mean age results with a
difference of more than 5 years compared to the CFC-12 mean age (i.e. non-constrained mean age).
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Fig. 15: Mean age functions of CFC-12 and SF6 at station 288, (a) in the Cretan Sea at 2030 m depth and (b) at station 313 in
the Adriatic Sea at 1094 m depth with an error range of 4 % analytical error.

Figure 14. Determined mean age(a) in the Sea of Crete at station
288 and(b) in the Adriatic Sea at station 313 based on SF6 and
an IG-TTD constrained by the transient tracer couple CFC-12 and
SF6. The red dots show SF6 mean age results with a difference of
more than 5 years compared to the CFC-12 mean age (i.e., non-
constrained mean age).

3.2.2 2IG-TTD

The predefined 2IG-TTD was applied to several key stations
in the EMed and WMed (290, 305, 317, 323) shown in Fig.6.
As mentioned above we assumed fixed1/0 ratios for both
TTDs so that11/01 = 1.4 and12/02 = 0.6, respectively
and that the mean age02 < 01 under the assumption that02
describes the younger water parcel. The concentration curve
(Fig. 4) of each transient tracer were combined in one matrix
to determine the intersections. The weighting factorα was
separated in 10% steps and thus we yielded eleven concen-
tration matrices for each sample point. The determination of
the intersections was carried out numerically to obtain a first
overview of possible 2IG-TTD results which are shown in
Table4, where the mean age is based on the concentrations
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Table 4.Suggested mean age based on a 2IG-TTD at(a) station 290,(b) station 305,(c) station 317 and(d) station 323, where n.c. stands
for non-constrained data points. The most prominent water layers are labeled according to the OMP ofHainbucher et al.(2013) including
modified Atlantic water (MAW), Levantine surface water (LSW), Levantine intermediate water (LIW), eastern Mediterranean deep water
(EMDW), western Mediterranean deep water (WMDW), Tyrrhenian deep water (TDW) and Adriatic deep water (AdDW).

(a) Pressure [dBar] α [%] 01 [yr] 02 [yr] Mean age [yr] Water layer

51 0 0 12 12 LSW
75 0 0 15 15 transition

202 0 0 25 25 LIW
254 0 0 30 30 LIW
304 0 0 38 38 LIW
404 0 0 46 46 transition
607 0 0 60 60 transition
810 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. transition

1013 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. EMDW
1267 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. EMDW
1522 0 0 67 67 EMDW
1775 0 0 77 77 EMDW
2031 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. EMDW
2286 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. EMDW
2540 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. EMDW
2600 0 0 60 60 EMDW

(b) Pressure [dBar] α [%] 01 [yr] 02 [yr] Mean age [yr] Water layer

26 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. MAW
52 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. MAW
77 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. transition

102 10 59 1 7 transition
152 40 23 1 10 LIW
203 50 28 1 15 LIW
254 60 33 2 20 LIW
304 50 63 2 33 LIW
405 60 81 2 50 transition
506 70 125 2 88 transition
608 70 207 7 147 transition

1013 80 320 8 258 AdDW
1522 80 246 5 197 AdDW
2032 70 279 4 196 AdDW
2543 90 138 7 125 AdDW
3053 80 167 6 134 AdDW
4087 90 101 4 91 AdDW

of CFC-12, SF6 and to some extent also tritium (see discus-
sion below).

Station 290 in the Levantine Sea can be perfectly described
by the IG-TTD which is also indicated by the 2IG-TTD re-
sults. As shown in Table4 the best fits for all samples were
obtained forα = 0 which is the lower limiting case where
the 2IG-TTD turns into an IG-TTD with0 = 02. Hence, the
mean age of the 2IG-TTD is the same as the one from the
constrained IG-TTD where1/0 = 0.6. The missing data in
Table4 corresponds to the mean age of IG-TTDs with1/0

ratios< 0.6. Figure17 shows the characteristics of such a
concentration curve plot. Forα = 0, the lines of CFC-12 and
SF6 are overlapping, whereas the one of tritium is slightly
above, again indicating a higher mean age by this tracer. The

sensitivity of changes with increasingα is of different ex-
tend for each tracer. The rate of change is highest for tri-
tium, followed by CFC-12 and lowest for SF6. This results
in curve intersections when02(Tritium) > 02(CFC-12) >

02(SF6) atα = 0.
Such condition can be found at station 305, which is a

key station in the Ionian Sea where the IG-TTD is less con-
strained in the intermediate and deep water. However, CFC-
12 and SF6 intersect each other for several values of alpha,
so we chose the one with the lowest difference to the tri-
tium intersection (Fig.18). Table4 shows the results of the
2IG-TTD for station 305. The intermediate and deep water
is characterized by highα values between 80 and 90 %, indi-
cating a stronger influence of more stationary water masses.

www.ocean-sci.net/10/439/2014/ Ocean Sci., 10, 439–457, 2014
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Table 4.Continued.

(c) Pressure [dBar] α [%] 01 [yr] 02 [yr] Mean age [yr] Water layer

51 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. MAW
102 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. transition
203 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. LIW
304 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. LIW
405 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. LIW
507 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. LIW
811 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. transition

1014 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. TDW
1267 70 757 3 531 TDW
1776 80 370 6 297 TDW
2032 90 230 18 208 TDW
2542 90 246 4 221 TDW
3268 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. TDW

(d) Pressure [dBar] α [%] 01 [yr] 02 [yr] Mean age [yr] Water layer

52 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. MAW
103 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. transition
203 50 127 2 64 transition
304 60 135 2 82 LIW
406 70 170 3 120 LIW
812 80 228 8 184 transition

1523 80 222 4 178 WMDW
2031 60 411 4 248 WMDW
2287 60 332 1 200 WMDW
2542 60 294 3 177 WMDW
2798 60 364 2 219 WMDW
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Fig. 14: Determined mean age, (a) in the Cretan Sea at station 288 and (b) in the Adriatic Sea at station 313 based on SF6

and an IG-TTD constrained by the transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6. The red dots show SF6 mean age results with a
difference of more than 5 years compared to the CFC-12 mean age (i.e. non-constrained mean age).
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Fig. 15: Mean age functions of CFC-12 and SF6 at station 288, (a) in the Cretan Sea at 2030 m depth and (b) at station 313 in
the Adriatic Sea at 1094 m depth with an error range of 4 % analytical error.Figure 15. Mean age functions of CFC-12 and SF6 at station 288,
(a) in the Sea of Crete at 2030 m depth and(b) at station 313 in the
Adriatic Sea at 1094 m depth with an error range of 4 % analytical
error.

Looking at the single mean age results of the distribution,
the total mean age is mainly influenced by01 rather than02,
whereas both single results are not significant for statements
about real mixing processes. They are rather part of the pre-
defined model characteristics and provide only tendencies of
the water-mass behavior. Whereas the total mean age from
the constrained and exact determined TTD model describes
the solved equation and thus a significant mean age result of
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Fig. 16: Differences of the tracer age between CFC-12 and SF6. The white shading describes tracer age differences below and
the blue shading above 10 years.

Figure 16.Differences of the tracer age between CFC-12 and SF6.
The white shading describes tracer age differences below and the
blue shading above 10 years.

a water parcel. The highest mean age of 260 years can be
found at≈ 1000 m depth, whereas the mean age decreases to
90 years at the bottom layer. This is in full compliance with
the expected younger water masses belonging to the ASOW.
Compared to the IG-TTD, which indicates a mean age of
100 years for most of the water column, the 2IG-TTD shows
a more differentiated structure with a clear mean age max-
imum. This case indicates that the 2IG-TTD provides more
reasonable results.

The order of the tracer mean age at station 317 in the
Tyrrhenian Sea changes from the required standard condition
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Figure 17.Example of a mean age calculation from three transient
tracers (CFC-12, SF6 and tritium) at station 290 at 1775 m depth.
The six panels are for different fractions of the older water mass (α

value). The1/0 ratios are set to 0.6 for the younger water mass,
and to 1.4 for the older water mass. Panel(a) shows the selected
result, see text.

into 02(CFC-12) > 02(Tritium) > 02(SF6) for depths shal-
lower than 1250 m. This change in order is also the limit
of the used model, so that only four samples could be de-
termined in the Tyrrhenian Sea (Table4). The mean age is
≈ 200 years in the deep water and increase up to 531 years
at 1250 m. The Tyrrhenian Sea is less affected by intrusion
of younger water masses and thus one would expect this high
mean age in this basin. There might be several reasons why
the major part of the mean age is not determinable in the
Tyrrhenian Sea. The values for01 are increasing with de-
creasing depth up to 757 years. The used mean age matrices
have a size of 1000× 200, so that a maximum mean age of
1000 years can be determined for01. The shape of the curves
of CFC-12 and SF6 show the tendency to have intersections
beyond this limit and thus a much higher mean age for01
than 1000 years. Another possible reason might be the as-
sumed values of1/0 ratios of the 2IG-TTD.
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Figure 18.Example for a mean age calculation from three transient
tracers (CFC-12, SF6 and tritium) at station 305 at 608 m depth.
Panel (d) shows a triple intersection of all three transient tracer con-
centrations (α = 70 %) and thus a solution for the mean age at this
data point of 147 years.

Station 323 in the Algero-Provençal Basin shows signif-
icant characteristics of the newly formed deep and bottom
water layer with a constantα of 60 % and a mean age be-
tween 170 and 250 years (Table4, Fig.19). The lower values
of α besides a relatively high mean age describe the exten-
sive intrusion of young water masses into an old deep water
layer. The interbasin circulation pattern between the Algero-
Provençial Basin and the Tyrrhenian Sea is characterized by
highα values denoting less influence of advective water mass
input at depth between 1500 and 800 m. However, the mean
age is relatively low at this depth range at station 323. Even
though the massive inflow of recently ventilated water of
2004–2006 might have notably lowered the mean age, the
oldest water masses can be still found in the deep and bot-
tom water. So it can be suggested that these water layers of
the western basin were probably less mixed over decadal to
centennial timescales. The IG-TTD and tracer age concepts
both indicates the oldest waters at intermediate depths (e.g.,
Rhein et al., 1999; Schneider et al., 2014), whereas our anal-
ysis show the highest mean age values in the deep water. This
illustrates the power of the 2IG-TTD approach.

3.3 Best mean age approach

The combination of both TTD models allows for an ex-
change of non-constrainable data points within the IG-TTD
by constrained data points of the predefined 2IG-TTD, so
that in total 96 % of the data points in the EMed and
81 % in the WMed could be constrained (Table5). This
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Fig. 19: Mean age at station 323 in the WMed based on a 2IG-TTD constrained by the transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6.
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Fig. 20: Best estimate of the mean age of the EMed based on the combination of an IG-TTD and a predefined 2IG-TTD
constrained by the transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6.

Figure 19. Mean age at station 323 in the WMed based on a 2IG-
TTD constrained by the transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6.

Table 5.Number of constrained data points of the IG- and 2IG-TTD
using SF6, CFC-12 and Tritium.

Tracer couple Data points IG 2IG

Total 412 230 301
CFC-12/SF6 WMed 38 14 23

EMed 375 216 278

Total 206 71 –
3H/SF6 WMed 86 17 –

EMed 120 54 –

cross-interlocking of both models provides the best estimate
of the mean age in the eastern part of the Mediterranean Sea
(Fig. 20). The young water masses of the EMT event can be
clearly seen in the deep and bottom layers of the Levantine
and Ionian Basin with a mean age between 60 and 80 years as
well as the newly formed deep water in the westerly parts of
the Ionian Basin with a mean age between 120 and 160 years.
The mean age maximum layer extends from 600 to 2000 m
depth throughout the entire EMed with a mean age between
160 and 290 years. The maximum mean age of 290 years can
be found in the TMZ in the Levantine Sea. This high mean
age layer is disrupted by a lower mean age of≈ 140 years at
the outflow areas of the Sea of Crete (station 299 and 290)
and the area near Rhodes (station 293).

4 Conclusions

We have described a comprehensive data set of transient
tracer concentrations obtained during theMeteor84/3 cruise
in the Mediterranean Sea in April 2011. For the first time
measurements of SF6, CFC-12, tritium and3He were per-
formed simultaneous on a cruise covering all major basins
of the Mediterranean Sea. With this data set, we constrain
ventilation characteristics using the transit time distribution
(TTD) framework. In particular we constrain the TTD as-
suming inverse Gaussian (IG) shape of the TTD, either as a
one-modal (IG) or two-modal (2IG) distribution. The shape-
determining parameters of the IG distribution are the width
(1) and mean age (0), the relative contribution of the two
water masses of a 2IG distribution (α), as well as the ratio of
1/0 that is indicative of the diffusive to advective transport
characteristic of a water mass.

Most regions of the EMed can be described by the IG-
TTD model but with widely different1/0 characteristic
of the two main deep-water sources, the Cretan deep water
(CDW) and the Adriatic Sea overflow water (ASOW), which
have developed their1/0 ratio already at their origin region
rather than along the flow pathway. The Aegean Sea source
water shows a more advective (i.e., a low1/0 ratio) behav-
ior than the Adriatic Sea source water. The majority of the
deep water in the eastern Mediterranean of Aegean source
originates from the Eastern Mediterranean Transient (EMT)
event in the early 1990s. The unusually high deep-water for-
mation rates during this event might explain the advective
characteristics of this water mass, which had a mean age be-
tween 50 and 80 years. The mean age of the EMT-induced
water masses in the Levantine Basin is thus still younger than
the deep water in the deep Ionian Sea that has a mean age
of approximately 120–160 years using the 2IG-TD model.
This is, at first sight, counterintuitive considering the higher
CFC-12 concentration in the deep Ionian Sea due to recent
contribution from the deep water source in the Adriatic Sea.
All tracers show a distinct minimum at around 1000 m depth
throughout the Med, although the origin of this tracer min-
imum zone (TMZ) is slightly different for the eastern and
western basins. For the EMed horizontal gradients in the
1/0 ratio lead to a mean age distribution that not directly
correlated to the tracer concentrations, with lower a mean
age southeast of Crete, in the outflow region of water from
the Sea of Crete, and a higher age in the Levantine Basin and
Ionian Sea.

Although most of the EMed ventilation can be described
by an IG-TTD model, there are areas where this model of
mixing cannot explain the observed tracer distributions. We
found the IG-TTD approximation to be invalid for water
samples with a tracer age difference exceeding≈ 10 years
(for the SF6-CFC-12 couple sampled in 2011). Thus we use
a 2IG model to constrain the TTD in the western part of the
Ionian Sea and most of the WMed. The Western Mediter-
ranean Transition (WMT) event with enhanced deep-water
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Fig. 19: Mean age at station 323 in the WMed based on a 2IG-TTD constrained by the transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6.
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Fig. 20: Best estimate of the mean age of the EMed based on the combination of an IG-TTD and a predefined 2IG-TTD
constrained by the transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6.

Figure 20.Best estimate of the mean age of the EMed based on the
combination of an IG-TTD and a predefined 2IG-TTD constrained
by the transient tracer couple CFC-12 and SF6.

formation during the winters of 2004–2006 in the western
basin can be characterized by the 2IG-TTD model, where
the recently ventilated deep-water with advective properties
mixes with more stationary water of more diffusive charac-
ter. The contemporaneous deep water in WMed has approx-
imately 40 % contribution of recently ventilated waters from
the WMT, leading to a mean age of about 200 years, which
is similar or higher than the mean age higher up in the wa-
ter column that have lower CFC-12 and SF6 concentrations.
This highlights the need to constrain the TTD in order to un-
derstand the “age” of a water mass based on transient tracer
concentrations. The recently ventilated deep water was ob-
served as elevated concentrations of CFC-12 in excess of
200 ppt along the bottom in the Sardinia Channel towards,
but not yet within, the Tyrrhenian Sea. The horizontally rel-
atively homogeneous CFC-12 concentration of the western
basin suggest that the TTD structure determined at station
323, SW of Sardinia, can be extrapolated to large parts of the
WMed.

The results presented here point to the need to consider al-
ternatives to the commonly applied IG-TTD model, particu-
larly in regions with variable ventilation or where more water
masses mix with each other. For observational constraints of
more complex TTDs, a suite of transient tracers needs to be
measured and interpreted. For such regions in the ocean, we
show that a predefined 2IG-TTD provides a useful tool.
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